The application of Markov theory to contrast-detail analysis.
To improve the accuracy of contrast-detail (C-D) analysis, we have devised a new evaluation method of the detection performance in the C-D analysis by using the Markov process model. This article describes this new evaluation method and the results of applying it to the illustrative examples. A commercially available C-D phantom was employed as a test object, and 20 phantom radiographs with an average background density of 0.8 were prepared. Thirty-five observers interpreted all phantom radiographs independently of each other with the room lights off. We assume the Markov model in which the selection of the smallest visible contrast for each row of disks with the same diameter depends only on the contrast selected as the smallest visible one for the same row in the just-before reading experiment. By using this Markov model, the contrast detectability for each disk diameter was calculated, and a C-D diagram was constructed based on these results. The conventional C-D diagram was also derived from the averages of contrast detectability obtained from the interpretations of all phantom radiographs. All C-D diagrams obtained from our devised method agreed well with each other and were in good accord with the conventional C-D diagram from the interpretations of all phantom radiographs. We have devised a new evaluation method of C-D analysis by using the Markov model and have shown this method will be consistent with the conventional evaluation method in the C-D analysis.